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Scoping the adaptation challenge 
What do we need to know to prepare for transformational 
climate change? 
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Adaptation to what?Adaptation = Preparing for transformation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anticipating and adapting to current and near future climate change is very different to anticipating and adapting to end-of-Century, where it is very likely that there will be widespread and large impacts.Looking that far ahead we have to anticipate  that impacts will necessitate transformational adaptation- adapting to environments very different to those we are adapted to, or not, now.Another view is that we don’t need to look ahead, we are experiencing climate change now. There is plenty of good scientific evidence from around the world of ecological change that is consistent with predicted climate impacts, and no shortage of anecdotal experience of increasing climate-driven risks. To think that these experienced impacts, as hard as they might be to deal with now, are as bad as it will get would be a grave mistake. Yes, the canary is dead, but change has barely begun.We need to be at least considering what it might mean to adapt to transformational change – the purple – and asking  how changes of that magnitude should  influence how we do adaptation now and in the coming decades. 



Current approach

Environmental, ecological and social changeNow Future

Future approach

Adaptation: Preparing for transformation

(Wise et al. 2014; Gorddard et al. 2016; Dunlop et al. 2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current approach to conserving biodiversity, assuming a stationary climate, will not be viable in the longer term.New approach needed.Adaptation is the job of moving to the new approach.Don’t yet know what the new approach is, hence the multiple possibilities.Can adapt over time, sooner or later. Benefits and risks of moving sooner or later. Recent adaptation efforts have revealed transitioning can be very hard. There are multiple barriers.Near term task and opportunity is to do things within or at the edge of the current approach that help overcome the barriers to make it easier to choose an alternative approach and transition when needed.  



Current approach

Environmental, ecological and social changeNow Future

Future approach

Adaptation pathways: multi-level learning
Understand the implications 

of future change.
“Climate-ready” 

Understand how to make 
different decisions.

“values-rules-knowledge” 

(Wise et al. 2014; Gorddard et al. 2016; Dunlop et al. 2016)

Actions to enable multi-
level learning to over 

come barriers.
“Pathways approach” 
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Presentation Notes
Thee key steps Understand how different the future will be and the implications for thisUnderstanding what it takes to make different types of decisions – acting on the knowledge of the implications.  Designing interventions that can be implemented NOW to overcome barriers and enable future change. #3 is the near term objective. But it depends on some knowledge of #1 and #2. #1 and #2 are capacities: requiring specific knowledge, skills, capabilities, concepts, frameworks tools etc. Individuals and organisations don’t automatically have these. Not recruited with them, not used (much) in past. Not trained. Not recognised. Not rewarded. We’ve designed some tools to help; help to illustrate the nature of the challenge, if not do the job completely. Climate-ready and vrk



Conservation objectives workshop5 |

Climate-ready framing
Strategies must accommodate:
1. Large magnitude of ecological change, and significant loss. 
2. Considerable uncertainty in the detail of ecological changes.
3. Different impacts on multiple valued aspects of biodiversity.

Climate-ready = accommodate 1, 2, 3 … 
and move away from the static equivalents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much work leading up to this, conclusion is that to be ready for climate change a strategy or approach must be able to accommodate these three factors. 
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Prototype objectives

1. Reduce species extinction, as populations change in abundance 
and distribution

2. Maintain ecosystem health, as they change in type, composition, 
structure, function

3. Maintain a balance between human and natural processes in 
landscapes, as types of ecosystem and land/water uses change

Need 
refining

Beginning to be 
implemented!
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Presentation Notes
These prototype objectives illustrate what it might take to meet the criteria: Multiple values: Spp, ecosystems, landscapesAccommodating change, and identifying loss to be avoided.Uncertainty: Not overly prescriptive about the ecological outcome Very different from current objectives. But, by no means unambiguous; no way they could be implemented now.Questions: Which spp? How much loss? What is ecosystem health? How do you measure landscapes: human/natural domination of processes. Means and variability?Can these be codified? What is needed ecologically to achieve this?
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Values

RulesKnowledge      

Gorddard et al. 2016

Decision context (vrk)
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Tool for understanding how we make decisions, barriers to different decisions and what’s needed to enable new decisions. Need some knowledge to choose an option, knowledge of how to do it and knowledge about the outcome. Need to want the outcome, stakeholders too - values.Need to be allowed to implement the option achieve the outcome - rules.All three satisfied for every day stuff, operate well in the intersection. But unfortunately many good adaptation ideas are not in there. Decision space, decision context. Defines decision options available to decision  maker.We often have good methods, precedents or personal experience choosing among options in the space.At the margin can add a little new knowledge where v and r established and have it taken up, ditto new rules, or trade-offs.Different factors may constrain different options. Not always K, as we scientist like to thinkThree key features of the context. VRK interact- K production subject to V and R. V developed through K and R. R reflects V in the face of K. Can’t change one without the others. Evolved system. Backwards looking. Not necessarily well suited to future problems. vrk is a product of society, not the decision maker or one agency. Multiple stakeholders, levels and agencies, hence ‘multi-level learning’ required to shift the vrk decision context.



Current approach

Environmental, ecological and social changeNow Future

Future approach

Adaptation pathways: multi-level learning
Understand the implications 

of future change.
“Climate-ready” 

Understand how to make 
different decisions.

“values-rules-knowledge” 

(Wise et al. 2014; Gorddard et al. 2016; Dunlop et al. 2016)

Actions to enable multi-
level learning to over 

come barriers.
“Pathways approach” 
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Near term adaptation … analyse future implications and barriers to transitions, then develop initiatives to enable learning across levels agencies stakeholders,  to enable future change. Some of that will be k based. Much will be facilitating evolution of preferences (eg change from local provenance to climate ready species), and rules (ok facilitate change in type of ecological community)This is a shift from a focus on achieving (backward looking) ecological outcomes, to implementing governance that enables learning how to achieve ecological outcomes in a changing environment.   



Climate Future Plots … 
• Knowledge barriers: anticipating 

future ecological responses
• Trial what survives/thrives
• Examine the dynamics of ecological 

change, at scale
• Discover the unexpected

• Social barriers
• “Local provenance” - dogma, and practice
• Probe the focus on threatened vs other species
• Novel communities
• Species vs ecosystem properties

• Institutional barriers
• Managing listed communities differently
• Prioritising ‘ecosystem function’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What might this perspective suggest for climate future plots …Don’t just focus on technical knowledge (which spp survive)Enable discovery of the unexpectedUse them to address social and institutional barriers to adaptation 
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